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The information in this document is subject to change without notice. Further, the information provided in this document is provided “as

is” and is believed to be accurate, but is presented without any warranty of any kind, express or implied, except as provided in Tanium’s

customer sales terms and conditions. Unless so otherwise provided, Tanium assumes no liability whatsoever, and in no event shall

Tanium or its suppliers be liable for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental damages, including without limitation, lost profits

or loss or damage to data arising out of the use or inability to use this document, even if Tanium Inc. has been advised of the possibility

of such damages. 

Any IP addresses used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses. Any examples, command display output, network

topology diagrams, and other figures included in this document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses

in illustrative content is unintentional and coincidental. 

Please visit https://docs.tanium.com for the most current Tanium product documentation. 

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services

provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not

responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will

not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set

forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.

Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third

Party Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused

by any such combination. You, and not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium

products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party intellectual property rights.

Tanium is committed to the highest accessibility standards for our products. To date, Tanium has focused on compliance with U.S.

Federal regulations - specifically Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1998. Tanium has conducted 3rd party accessibility

assessments over the course of product development for many years and has most recently completed certification against the WCAG

2.1 / VPAT 2.3 standards for all major product modules in summer 2021. In the recent testing the Tanium Console UI achieved supports

or partially supports for all applicable WCAG 2.1 criteria. Tanium can make available any VPAT reports on a module-by-module basis as

part of a larger solution planning process for any customer or prospect.

As new products and features are continuously delivered, Tanium will conduct testing to identify potential gaps in compliance with

accessibility guidelines. Tanium is committed to making best efforts to address any gaps quickly, as is feasible, given the severity of the

issue and scope of the changes. These objectives are factored into the ongoing delivery schedule of features and releases with our

existing resources.

Tanium welcomes customer input on making solutions accessible based on your Tanium modules and assistive technology

requirements. Accessibility requirements are important to the Tanium customer community and we are committed to prioritizing these

compliance efforts as part of our overall product roadmap. Tanium maintains transparency on our progress and milestones and

welcomes any further questions or discussion around this work. Contact your sales representative, email Tanium Support at

support@tanium.com, or email accessibility@tanium.com to make further inquiries.

Tanium is a trademark of Tanium, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their

respective owners.
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Reporting overview
Use Tanium™ Reporting to explore real-time visualizations of your endpoint data, create custom reports and charts from the data,

and export data to share with key stakeholders.

Features include:

l Explore data across Tanium modules

l Create custom reports with data that you select

l Build dashboards of charts from reports to quickly visualize the data

l Filter data directly in the reports and dashboards

l Revisit reports and dashboards to see updated data

l Share reports and dashboards with others

Explore data
Tanium Reporting contains an Explore Data page that you can use to view available endpoint data in a table format, and then save

as a custom report.
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In the Source Data section, select specific data to show in a table.

You can then add filters to limit the data.

When finished, you can save the report to view later with updated data.

For information about how to use the Explore Data page to create reports, see Working with reports on page 26.
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Data sources
Data sources provide data that you can use to build reports and, consequently, dashboards. Reporting uses data that is stored in the

Tanium Data Service, which is included with Tanium Interact 2.1 and later. To use data provided by sensors in Reporting, you can

register sensors from other Tanium solutions and content packs in the Tanium Data Service.

1 After installation completes, the Tanium Data Service automatically registers multiple sensors on the Tanium Server.

2 Users and other Tanium solutions can register sensors with the Tanium Data Service.

3 A user opens a report in Reporting.

4 Reporting retrieves the report data from the Tanium Data Service.

Tanium Data Service

The Tanium Data Service stores sensor results for endpoints when you issue a question. After you register sensors for collection, the

service queries all managed endpoints to collect the results of those sensors and stores the data. To keep the results current, the

Tanium Data Service periodically reissues questions that contain the registered sensors.

Data is added to the Tanium Data Service through the following methods:

Preregistered sensors

The Tanium Data Service automatically registers certain sensors for collection. For example, the service automatically

registers sensors that identify endpoints or define membership in computer management groups.

Sensors registered by Tanium solutions

Tanium solutions, including Reporting, register sensors with the Tanium Data Service.

Virtual sensors

Tanium solutions can send endpoint data directly to the Tanium Data Service without the need for a sensor. The data is then

available to use through the Tanium Data Service and Reporting. This concept is called virtual sensors; a virtual sensor

extrapolates endpoint data from known data and other sensors. Examples in Reporting include the Tanium > EID Last Seen
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and Miscellaneous > Risk Vectors > Asset Criticality data sources.

User-registered sensors

You can register sensors to use in reports. When you decide which sensors to register, consider that results collection

consumes resources such as network bandwidth, processing on endpoints, and disk space on the Tanium Server.

l For information about how to register sensors, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage sensor results collection.

l For required permissions to register sensors, see Tanium Interact User Guide: User role requirements.

Certain sensors, such as sensors that provide duplicate data, are intentionally unavailable in Reporting, even if you

register the sensors in the Tanium Data Service. For a list of unavailable sensors, see Unable to view or select

content on page 51.

Reports
You can use Reporting to create and view reports with data that is collected by the Tanium Data Service. Select the data that you

want to include in the reports, and then add filters to limit the data in the report to endpoints in specific management groups or

endpoints with specific operating systems.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#manage_sensor_collection
https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#user_roles
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Tanium managed reports

Reporting contains predefined reports that you can use in your environment. The predefined reports, or Tanium Managed reports,

are managed by Tanium and cannot be edited or deleted. However, you can assign reports to a different content set to limit access,

and you can clone a report and edit the new report.

To view Tanium-managed reports in the Tanium™ Console, go to Data > Reports and select Tanium Managed for the Author filter.

The Tanium-managed reports use data supplied by content packs and Tanium solutions. To access all content in the

Tanium-managed reports, make sure to install all feature-specific dependencies. For information, see Solution

dependencies on page 17.

Flattened data

Reporting flattens data that appears in reports and on the Explore Data page. Flattening data reduces the number of rows in the

report. In an unflattened table, each cell in the table contains one value. With flattening, you can select a column on which to flatten

to consolidate data and reduce the number of rows. For example, consider a table that contains a column for Installed Applications
and a column for Computer Name. The Installed Applications source can return multiple applications for each endpoint. If you

flatten the table by Computer Name, each row contains the computer name of the endpoint with all its installed applications.

Reports are flattened by data from a single source; if multiple columns are provided by the same data source, then the report is

flattened by all column data provided by the source. By default, a report is flattened by the first column that you add to the report,

but only if the column can contain multiple values in each row. If a column has only one value in each row, no flattening is needed

and the flatten icon does not appear for that column. You can change the column on which to flatten results.

Example tables

Consider a table that contains two columns: Computer Name and Installed Applications - Name. The following table shows the

unflattened data for three endpoints:

Computer Name Installed Applications - Name

BOB-PC bash

MARY-LAPTOP bash

TEST-PC bash

BOB-PC cron

MARY-LAPTOP cron

MARY-LAPTOP grep

TEST-PC grep

Example of unflattened data
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Computer Name Installed Applications - Name

BOB-PC ssh

TEST-PC ssh

Example of unflattened data (continued)

The following shows the same data flattened by the computer name:

Computer Name Installed Applications - Name

BOB-PC

bash

cron

ssh

MARY-LAPTOP

bash

cron

grep

TEST-PC

bash

grep

ssh

Example of data flattened by Computer Name

The following shows the same data flattened by Installed Applications - Name. Note that although the order of the elements is

similar to the unflattened data, the flattened table uses less rows.
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Computer Name Installed Applications - Name

BOB-PC

MARY-LAPTOP

TEST-PC

bash

BOB-PC

MARY-LAPTOP

cron

MARY-LAPTOP

TEST-PC

grep

BOB-PC

TEST-PC

ssh

Example of data flattened by Installed Application - Name

Charts
In Reporting, you can add charts to dashboards, and you can add a chart to each report through the Add Visualization feature.

Charts are built on report data. You can also customize the chart type, date range, color scheme, and more.
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On dashboards, charts are contained in panels. The panels on Tanium™ Trends boards are similar to the panels on

dashboards in Reporting.

l For information about how to use charts in a dashboard, see Working with dashboards on page 36.

l For information about how to add a chart to a report, see Working with reports on page 26.

l For information about chart types, see Reference: Chart options in Reporting on page 56.

Dashboards
In Reporting, a dashboard organizes a collection of panels. In addition to panels, you can add collapsible sections to dashboards to

further organize panels.
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Tanium managed dashboards

Reporting contains predefined dashboards that you can use in your environment. The predefined dashboards, or Tanium Managed
dashboards, are managed by Tanium and cannot be edited. However, you can assign dashboards to a different content set to limit

access, and you can clone a dashboard and edit the new dashboard.

Tanium-managed dashboards include:

l Asset Discovery and Inventory

l Endpoint Management

l Risk and Compliance

To view Tanium-managed dashboards in the Tanium™ Console, go to Data > Dashboards and select Tanium Managed for the

Author filter.

The Tanium-managed dashboards use data supplied by content packs and Tanium solutions. To access all content

in the Tanium-managed dashboards, make sure to install all feature-specific dependencies. For information, see

Solution dependencies on page 17.

For information about dashboards, see Working with dashboards on page 36.

Integration with other Tanium products
Reporting has built in integration with other Tanium solutions for additional reporting of related data.
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Connect

Configure a Tanium™ Connect destination to export reports outside of Tanium. For more information, see Export reports through

Tanium Connect on page 34.

Interact

Reporting uses data that is stored in the Tanium Data Service, which is included with Tanium Interact. For information, see Data

sources on page 8.
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Getting started with Reporting
Follow these steps to configure and use Reporting.

Step 1: Review the requirements
Review the system, network, security, and user role requirements: see Reporting requirements on page 17

Step 2: Install and configure Reporting
See Installing Reporting on page 23 and Configuring Reporting on page 24.

Step 3: Explore the sample reports and dashboards
Reporting contains predefined reports and dashboards to work in your environment. See Tanium managed reports on page 10 and

Tanium managed reports on page 10.

Step 4: Register sensors for collection in the Tanium Data Service
Reporting uses data that the Tanium Data Service collects. To see which sensors are registered and to register additional sensors,

see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage sensor results collection.

Step 5: Create a report
Use Reporting to create a custom report. See Working with reports on page 26.

Step 6: Create a dashboard
Create a dashboard with data from the report you created. See Working with dashboards on page 36.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#manage_sensor_collection
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Reporting requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Reporting.

Core platform dependencies
Make sure that your environment meets the following requirements:

l Tanium™ Core Platform servers: 7.5.4.1158 or later

l Tanium Console: 3.1.72 or later

Solution dependencies
Other Tanium solutions are required for Reporting to function (required dependencies) or for specific Reporting features to work

(feature-specific dependencies). The installation method that you select determines if the Tanium Server automatically imports

dependencies or if you must manually import them.

Some Reporting dependencies have their own dependencies, which you can see by clicking the links in the lists of

Required dependencies on page 17 and Feature-specific dependencies on page 18. Note that the links open the user

guides for the latest version of each solution, not necessarily the minimum version that Reporting requires.

Tanium recommended installation

If you select Tanium Recommended Installation when you import Reporting, the Tanium Server automatically imports all your

licensed solutions at the same time. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services.

Import specific solutions

If you select only Reporting to import and are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3531 or later with Tanium Console 3.0.72 or later,

the Tanium Server automatically imports the latest available versions of any required dependencies that are missing. If some

required dependencies are already imported but their versions are earlier than the minimum required for Reporting, the server

automatically updates those dependencies to the latest available versions.

If you select only Reporting to import and you are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3503 or earlier with Tanium Console 3.0.64 or

earlier, you must manually import or update required dependencies. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update

specific solutions.

Required dependencies

Reporting has the following required dependencies at the specified minimum versions:

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_all_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_specific_modules
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l Core Content 1.3.100 or later

l Default Computer Groups 1.0.6 or later

l Default Content 8.1.95 or later

l Tanium™ Blob 1.0.6 or later

l Tanium™ Interact 2.12.113 or later

l Tanium™ RDB 1.0.84 or later

l Tanium™ System User service 1.0.40 or later

Feature-specific dependencies

If you select only Reporting to import, you must manually import or update its feature-specific dependencies regardless of the

Tanium Console or Tanium Core Platform versions. Reporting has the following feature-specific dependencies at the specified

minimum versions:

l Tanium Connect 5.9.65 or later to create connections with reports as the data source.

l Tanium™ Comply 2.10.869 or later to view applicable content in Tanium-managed dashboard and reports.

l Tanium™ Deploy 2.8.171 or later to view applicable content in Tanium-managed dashboard and reports.

l Tanium™ Patch 3.4.22 or later to view applicable content in Tanium-managed dashboard and reports.

l Tanium™ Risk 1.0.25 or later to view applicable content in Tanium-managed dashboard and reports.

If you install feature-specific dependencies that provide content for Tanium-managed dashboards and reports after

you install Reporting, Reporting periodically checks for dependencies and collects data when the dependencies are

present. To force Reporting to check for new dependencies, you can restart the Reporting service.

Tanium™ Module Server
Reporting is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact on the Module Server is minimal and

depends on usage.

For information about Module Server sizing in a Windows deployment, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows:

Host system sizing guidelines.

Endpoints
Reporting does not deploy packages or endpoint tooling to endpoints. For Tanium Client operating system support, see Tanium

Client Management User Guide: Client version and host system requirements.

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Reporting.

https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/comply/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/deploy/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/patch/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/connect/risk/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/reference_host_system_sizing_guidelines.html#Tanium_Module_Server
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/reference_host_system_sizing_guidelines.html#Tanium_Module_Server
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
https://docs.tanium.com/client/client/requirements.html#Client_host_system_requirements
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Ports

The following ports are required for Reporting communication.

Source Destination Port Protocol Purpose

Module Server Module Server

(loopback)

17524 TCP Internal purposes; not externally accessible

Configure firewall policies to open ports for Tanium traffic with TCP-based rules instead of application identity-

based rules. For example, on a Palo Alto Networks firewall, configure the rules with service objects or service groups

instead of application objects or application groups.

Security exclusions

If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, Tanium recommends that a

security administrator create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference. The configuration of these

exclusions varies depending on AV software. For a list of all security exclusions to define across Tanium, see Tanium Core Platform

Deployment Reference Guide: Host system security exclusions.

Target
Device

Notes Exclusion
Type

Exclusion

Module

Server

Process <Module Server>\services\reporting-service\TaniumReportingService.exe

Reporting security exclusions

User role requirements
The following tables list the role permissions required to use Reporting. For more information about role permissions and associated

content sets, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing RBAC.

Permission Reporting
Operator 1

Reporting
Service
Account
1,2,3,4

Reporting Service
Account - All
Content Sets 1,4

Reporting
User 1

Reporting
Viewer 1

Dashboard

View, create, edit, delete, and

favorite dashboards

READ 5

WRITE 5

READ

WRITE

READ 5

WRITE 5

READ 5

Reporting user role permissions

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_deployment_reference/platform_deployment_reference/security_exceptions.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_rbac_overview.html
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Permission Reporting
Operator 1

Reporting
Service
Account
1,2,3,4

Reporting Service
Account - All
Content Sets 1,4

Reporting
User 1

Reporting
Viewer 1

Report

View, create, edit, delete, and

favorite reports

READ 5

WRITE 5

READ

WRITE

READ 5

WRITE 5

READ 5

Report API

API access to Reporting and Tanium

Data Service

Note: This permission

is required to use

Reporting through the

API and the Tanium

Console.

USER 6 USER 6 USER 6 USER 6

Reporting Groups

Configure computer groups for

historical tracking used in charts and

dashboards

CONFIGURE 6

Reporting Pipeline

Run and read pipeline data from

Tanium Data Service

EXECUTE

Reporting Service Account

Access for the Reporting service

account to read and write data

EXECUTE

Reporting user role permissions (continued)
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Permission Reporting
Operator 1

Reporting
Service
Account
1,2,3,4

Reporting Service
Account - All
Content Sets 1,4

Reporting
User 1

Reporting
Viewer 1

Reporting Service Account All

Content

Access for the Reporting service

account to read and write data from

all content sets.

SETS

1 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Interact. You can view which Interact permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Tanium Data Service permissions.

2 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Blob. You can view which Blob permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium Console.

3 This role provides module permissions for Tanium RDB. You can view which RDB permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium Console.

4 Do not assign the Reporting Service Account and Reporting Service Account - All Content Sets roles to users. These roles are for internal

purposes only.

5 Grants access to content in the Reporting content set.

6 Grants access to content in the Reserved content set.

Reporting user role permissions (continued)

Permission Permission
Type

Reporting
Operator

Reporting
Service
Account

Reporting Service
Account - All
Content Sets

Reporting
User

Reporting
Viewer

Computer Group Administration

READ

Global Settings Administration

READ

Token - Use Administration

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL

User Administration

READ

Filter Group Platform Content

READ WRITE READ READ READ

Provided Reporting administration and platform content permissions

https://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/requirements.html#TDS_permissions
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Permission Permission
Type

Reporting
Operator

Reporting
Service
Account

Reporting Service
Account - All
Content Sets

Reporting
User

Reporting
Viewer

Plugin Platform Content

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

EXECUTE

READ

Sensor Platform Content

READ READ READ READ READ

You can view which content sets are granted to any role in the Tanium Console.

Provided Reporting administration and platform content permissions (continued)
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Installing Reporting
Use the Tanium Console Solutions page to install Reporting and choose either automatic or manual configuration:

l Automatic configuration (Tanium Core Platform 7.4.2 or later only): Reporting is installed with any required dependencies

and other selected products. This option is the best practice for most deployments. For more information about the

automatic configuration for Reporting, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services.

l Manual configuration: Manually install Reporting and the required dependencies. For more information, see Import

Reporting on page 23.

Before you begin
l Read the release notes.

l Review the Reporting requirements on page 17.

l Assign the correct roles to users for Reporting. Review the User role requirements on page 19.

o To import the Reporting solution, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role.

Import Reporting
Perform the following steps to install the Reporting solution on the Tanium Server.

If you have multiple Tanium Servers in an active-active configuration, you only need to perform these steps on one

Tanium Server if you have Tanium Core Platform 7.4.3.1204 or later.

1. Sign in to the Tanium Console with an account that has the Administrator reserved role.

2. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

3. In the Content section, select the checkbox for Reporting and click Install.

Depending on the Tanium Core Platform and Tanium Console versions, you might have to manually install

Reporting dependencies also. See Solution dependencies on page 17. If you need to install any prerequisite

Tanium solutions or content, select the corresponding checkboxes for those solutions.

4. Review the content to import and click Begin Import.

Manage solution dependencies
Other Tanium solutions are required for Reporting to function (required dependencies) or for specific Reporting features to work

(feature-specific dependencies). See Solution dependencies.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_solutions.html#import_all_modules
https://kb.tanium.com/Category:Tanium_Reporting
https://docs.tanium.com/reporting/reporting/requirements.html#solution_dependencies
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Configuring Reporting
If you did not install Reporting with the Apply All Tanium recommended configurations option, you must enable and configure

certain features.

Set up Reporting users
You can use the following set of predefined user roles to set up Reporting users.

To review specific permissions for each role, see User role requirements on page 19.

On installation, Reporting creates a Reporting user to automatically manage the Reporting service account. Do not

edit or delete the Reporting user.

For more information about assigning user roles, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Manage role assignments for a user.

Reporting Operator

Assign the Reporting Operator role to users who manage the configuration of Reporting.

Reporting User

Assign the Reporting User role to users who view and edit reports.

Do not assign the Reporting Service Account and Reporting Service Account - All Content Sets roles to users.

These roles are for internal purposes only.

Configure computer groups
Select the computer groups from which you want Reporting to collect data. You can add or remove computer groups at any time.

Reporting uses computer groups to collect data that appears on historical charts, and to set the available computer

groups as filter options for dashboards. For information on historical charts, see Data collection for historical charts

on page 62.

Users must have a role with the Reporting Groups configure permission to view the Data > Configuration page and

to add or remove computer groups.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_users.html#Assign_roles
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1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Settings.

2. From the Configuration tab, click Select Computer Groups.

3. From the Target Computer Groups dialog, select the computer groups from which you want to collect data.

l Only computer groups to which you have role-based access control (RBAC) permissions appear as options.

l You can select up to 50 computer groups.

l To show all computer groups to which you have RBAC permissions, set the Show toggle to All. To filter out the No
Computer reserved computer group, set the toggle to Available.

l If there are many computer groups in your environment, use the Filter by Name field to quickly search for computer

groups.

4. Click Save.

Reporting collects data for any new computer groups that you select with the next collection cycle (within 24 hours). If you remove

computer groups, Reporting no longer collects data for endpoints in those computer groups.

Default computer groups

By default, Reporting registers the following computer groups:

l All Computers

l All Linux

l All Mac

l All Servers

l All Windows

l All Windows Servers

l All Windows Workstations

l All Workstations

For information about creating and managing groups on the Tanium Core Platform, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Managing

computer groups.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_computer_groups.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_computer_groups.html
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Working with reports
Use Reporting to create and view reports with data that is collected by the Tanium Data Service. Select the data that you want to

include in the reports, and then add filters to limit the data in the report to endpoints in specific management groups or endpoints

with specific operating systems.

View reports
You can view any report to which you have role-based access control (RBAC) permissions.

1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Reports.

The Reports page opens to show all reports to which you have access.

l Use the search and filter controls above the list of reports to show only reports that match the criteria you specify.

Reports must match all filters and any search text to appear in the reports grid.

o Enter a value in the Search by text field to show results whose report name or description contains the text.

o You can filter the reports grid by favorites, content set, author, and creation date.

l Click next to a report to add the report to your favorites list, or click next to a report to remove the report from

your favorites list. You can filter the reports to show only your favorite reports.

2. Click the report that you want to view. When viewing a report, the following options are available:

l Search, filter, and sort the data in the report.

l Click Refresh to show updated report data.

l Click Expand next to the report title to view details about the report, including the description, content set, author,

last updated date, and a list of dashboards that use data from the report. To edit the name, description, and assigned

content set for the report, click Edit next to the report name.

l If the report contains a visualization, use the Show Visualization toggle to show and hide the visualization.

l Click Save As to create a copy of the report. Any filters or sorts that you added when viewing the original report are

not saved.

l Click Edit Data to edit the content of the report, including any filters. After you make changes, click Save.

l Click Download as CSV to download a copy of the report as a CSV file. The CSV file includes the report name, headers,

and table data.

l Click Delete to delete the report. Deleting a report deletes the report configuration, but does not delete any data

sources.

l Click New Report to create a new report.
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Create report
1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Explore Data.

Use the Explore Data page to view endpoint data and customize the columns to include in the report.

2. In the Source Data panel, select data to include in the report as columns.

A single report can contain up to 25 columns. You can choose to include only the columns from the sensors

that you need.

l If you know which data you want to add to the report, use the Quick Select to quickly select the data.

l If you want to browse available data, use the Available Columns list to see the available sensors and fields that you

can add to the report.

o Click Add next to a sensor name to add all sensor fields as columns to the report.

o Click Add next to a sensor field to add the field as a column to the report.

l To view a description and details for a source data, click Info next to the name.
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l If you select a data source that requires parameters, Reporting prompts you to choose parameters.

l To remove a column from the report, click Remove next to the corresponding field in the Selected Columns list.

l To remove all columns provided by a sensor, click Remove next to the sensor in the Selected Columns list.

l To edit the name of a column, click in the column header. After you edit the name, click Apply.

l To reorder columns, click Customize Columns and drag the column names in the desired order.

The Source Data panel contains sensors that are registered with the Tanium Data Service. To add sensors to

the Source Data panel, you can register existing Tanium sensors with the Tanium Data Service, or create new

sensors and then register the sensors with the Tanium Data Service. For more information, see Tanium

Console User Guide: Manage sensor results collection.

3. Select a column by which to flatten results.

l By default, table data is flattened for the first column that you add to a report, but only if the column can contain

multiple values in each row. If a column has only one value in each row, flattening is unnecessary and the flatten icon

does not appear for that column.

l Flattening results for a column that is sourced by a sensor flattens results for all fields that are returned by the sensor.

l The column that is currently flattened contains a icon in the Selected Columns list in the Source Data section.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#manage_sensor_collection
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/authoring_sensors.html#manage_sensor_collection
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l To change the column on which to flatten results, click next to the column data in the Selected Columns list.

l Results must be flattened by one column. If you remove the data source for a flattened column from a report, the first

column in the report becomes the flattened column.

l If one or more dashboards use the report to supply chart data, you cannot change the flattening in the report.

l If any dashboards use the report, you cannot save the report after you change which column is flattened.

l For more information, see Flattened data on page 10.

4. Add any filters in the header of the report to show only results that match the criteria that you specify. The following basic

filters are available:

Filter Description

Computer

Group

Select one or more computer groups for which to show results from in the report. After you select an entry in the Computer

Group drop-down, the Tanium Server refreshes the report with the added filter. If the list of computer groups is long, use

the typeahead within the Computer Group drop-down to quickly find computer groups.

The Computer Group drop-down contains only the groups that are assigned to a content set for which

your account has role permissions (filter groups). For information about the types of computer groups,

including filter groups, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing computer groups.

AND/OR Select AND if an endpoint must match the Computer Group, Endpoint Last Seen, and OS filters to be included in the

report. Select OR if an endpoint must match at least one filter to be included in the report.

If you select more than one computer group and select AND, results must be contained in all selected computer groups to

appear in the report.

This setting has no effect if you only enter one basic filter.

Endpoint

Last Seen

Select to only show results from endpoints last seen during the date range. Options include viewing results in the last 24

hours, last 48 hours, and last 7 days.

OS Select an operating system for which to show results from in the report.

Basic filters

To add advanced filters, click to expand the Filters section where you can configure multiple filters, including nested

filters. Results are first filtered by the basic filters, and then advanced filters. Note the AND/OR option that you select for basic

filters does not apply to advanced filters.

Filter Description

+ Row Add one or more conditions that results must match. You can base each condition on the values in a Source column.

+ Grouping Select this option to nest a Boolean operator and then use + Row to build the nested expression.

Advanced filters

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_computer_groups.html
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5. (Optional) For each report, you can add a chart that appears above the report.

a. Click Add Visualization.

b. Choose a column on which to group the data.

Group By Column (Optional) Select one or more report columns by which to group data on the chart. Aggregations are

performed for each group that you select; the combined values of the selected groups appear as labels

on the chart. This field populates from the columns in the chart. If you do not select an option, results

are shown as a single aggregate.
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Aggregate Aggregation summarizes the data in each group. This field appears for number charts and charts with

numeric columns. You can select:

l Count - Display the number of items in the group.

l Percentage - (Number charts only) Display the data as a percentage of the selected group divided by

the total of all groups in the source column. For example, consider a column that contains 100 rows:

75 rows contain True, 20 rows contain False, and 5 rows contain N/A. If you choose to aggregate by

percentage and then select False for the Group, the percentage that appears is 20% (( 20 / (75+20+5))

* 100).

If the report contains numeric columns, you can also aggregate the data in each group based on a

numeric column. The following options are available for each numeric column:

l <column name> Average - Display the total value of all items in the group (the Sum) divided by the

number of items in the group.

l <column name> Max - Display the maximum item value in the group.

l <column name> Min - Display the minimum item value in the group.

l <column name> Sum - Display the total value of all items in the group.

If a chart does not contain the Aggregate field, the results are automatically

aggregated by Count.
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c. Select a chart type. Visualizations on reports can be vertical bar charts or donut charts. For more information, see

Reference: Chart options in Reporting on page 56.

d. Customize the chart settings. The available settings depend on the report and the chart type.

Name Enter a name to appear at the top of the chart. The name can have up to a maximum of 255 characters.

Description Enter a description to appear at the top of the chart, underneath the name.

Max Results The maximum number of items to display in the chart.

Scale For vertical bar charts, select how to scale values on the y-axis. Options include:

l Linear - Use consistent values on the y-axis. For example, if the minimum data point on a chart is 1,

and the maximum data point is 100, the y-axis values would be 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100.

l Logarithmic - Scale the y-axis on an exponential basis. Use this option for charts that contain a large

range of data points.

Panel settings
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Sort Select how to order the items in the chart.

l You can order items in the chart by the name of the item, or by result (value of the item).

l You can also toggle the sort order. Set to to sort the items in the chart in ascending order (low to

high), or set to to sort the items in the chart in descending order (high to low).

X-Axis Label For vertical bar charts, enter a label to display horizontally under the chart.

Y-Axis Label For vertical bar charts, enter a label to display vertically to the left of the chart.

Legend Display Options Use this section to customize the items that appear in the chart.

l To exclude an item from the chart, deselect the checkbox next to the item.

l Click the color next to any item to change the color that displays for that item. Colors can be reused

by multiple items.

Conditional Formatting Expand Conditional Formatting and click + Add to add a label to the chart when a threshold condition

is met. In addition, you can apply the conditional color to the background of the chart; this setting

overwrites the default background color. When you add conditional formatting, viewers can easily

identify charts that need attention. You can add multiple conditions to a chart. Conditions are evaluated

in descending order; the first condition that triggers a match is applied to the chart.

Panel settings (continued)

e. Click Done. The visualization appears at the top of the report.

6. When you finish the report, click Save Report, specify a name and description for the report, and assign a content set to the

report.

l The report name and content set fields are required.

l A report is available only to users with permission to the content set.

l Only content sets to which you have permission to assign reports appear as options.

7. Click Save.

Reporting saves the report and opens the report in view mode.

Edit report
After you create a report, you can edit the report to add and remove sources, reorder columns, change filters, change column

widths, or update the report name, description and assigned content set.

For Tanium Managed reports, only the content set is editable. You can clone any report, including reports managed

by Tanium, and then edit the new report.
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1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Reports.

2. Click the report that you want to edit. The report opens in view mode.

3. Click Edit Data to edit any content in the report. For options, see Create report on page 27.

4. Click Save.

5. (Optional) Edit the report name, description, or assigned content set.

You can also edit the report name, description, or content set when you view the report. To do so, click

next to the report name, edit the name, description, or content set, and then click Save.

6. Click Save.

Download report
You can download a report in a CSV format to a file on your local machine.

1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Reports.

2. Click the report to open the report, and then click Download as CSV.

3. Enter a File Name for the report, and click Export.

If you do not include file extension, Reporting appends a .csv extension to the file name.

The CSV file downloads to the download folder of your local browser.

Export reports through Tanium Connect
Use Connect to send reports to Connect destinations.

Before you begin

l You must have access to Connect with the Connect Operator or Connect Administrator role.

l You must have a role with the Report read and Report API user permissions. Predefined roles with required permissions

include Reporting Operator and Reporting User.

l You must have Connect 5.9.65 or later and Reporting 1.7 or later.

l You must first create a report in Reporting.

Create a connection

1. From the Main menu, go to Modules > Connect.

2. From the Connect Overview page, scroll to the Connections section and click Create Connection.

3. In the General Information section, provide a name and description for the connection.

4. In the Configuration section, select Tanium Reporting for the source.
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5. In the Report field, select the report to export.

You can disregard the Report View field; that field will be used in a future update.

6. For the destination, select where you want Connect to send the report. Provide any additional configuration for the type of

destination you select.

7. In the Configure Output > Format section, select an available format for the exported report.

8. (Optional) In the Schedule section, set up a schedule to send the report.

9. Click Save.

When the connection runs, the report is sent to the destination according to the schedule that you set. To manually export the

report using the connection settings, select the connection on the Connect Overview page and click Run Now.

For more information about connections, see Tanium Connect User Guide: Managing connections.

Delete report

To delete a report that supplies data to charts on dashboards, you must first either delete the dashboards or the

charts that use the report data.

Tanium Managed reports cannot be deleted.

1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Reports.

2. Click the report to open the report, and then click Delete.

https://docs.tanium.com/connect/connect/connections.html
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Working with dashboards

Dashboards use data contained in reports. Before you add a chart to a dashboard, the data for the chart must be

included in a report. To create a report, see Working with reports on page 26.

View dashboards
You can view any dashboard to which you have role-based access control (RBAC) permissions.

1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Dashboards.

The Dashboards page opens to show all dashboards to which you have access.

l Use the search and filter controls above the list of dashboards to show only dashboards that match the criteria you

specify. Dashboards must match all filters and any search text to appear in the dashboards grid.

o To search for a dashboard, enter a value in the Search by text field to show dashboards whose name or

description contains the text.

o You can filter the dashboards grid by favorites, content set, author, and creation date.

l

Click next to View as to show the dashboards in the grid as text. Click to show a preview of the charts in the

dashboards. When you preview charts, click on the chart to add the chart to your favorites list, and you can change

the computer group for an individual chart. If you change the computer group when you view a chart, the change is

temporary. To change the computer group permanently, edit the dashboard.

Only computer management groups appear as filter options for dashboards. For information about

the types of computer groups, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing computer groups.

To increase the speed at which the chart previews render, use the search and filter controls above the

list of dashboards to limit the number of dashboards before you click .

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_computer_groups.html
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l To sort the table, select a field to sort on in the upper right, and use the toggle to sort in ascending or descending

order.

l Click next to a dashboard to add the dashboard to your favorites list, or click next to a dashboard to remove the

dashboard from your favorites list. You can filter the dashboards to show only your favorite dashboards.

2. Click the dashboard that you want to view. When viewing a dashboard, the following options are available:

l In the header of the dashboard, select a Computer Group and Timeframe to apply to all charts. Note that some

charts might not contain data for all timeframes and computer groups.

Only computer management groups appear as filter options for dashboards. For information about

the types of computer groups, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing computer groups.

l You can edit the name, description, and assigned content set for the dashboard. Click next to the dashboard name

and then click in the upper right of the pane that appears. Edit the name, description, or content set, and click

Save.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_computer_groups.html
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l Click a panel name to open the report that supplies the data to the chart.

l Click any data point on a chart to view the data in the report.

l Click > Clone to create a copy of the dashboard.

l Click > Delete to delete the dashboard.

l Click Edit to open the dashboard in edit mode. See Edit dashboard on page 39.
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Create dashboard
1. From the Main menu, click Data > Dashboards.

2. Click Create Dashboard.

3. Enter a name for the dashboard, and assign a content set to the dashboard.

l The dashboard name can have up to a maximum of 255 characters.

l A dashboard is available only to users with permission to the content set.

l Only content sets to which you have permission to create dashboards appear as options.

4. (Optional) Enter a description for the dashboard.

5. Click Create.

Reporting saves the dashboard and opens the dashboard in edit mode.

To quickly create similar dashboards, you can clone an existing dashboard and then edit the new dashboard. To

clone a dashboard, open the dashboard, click , and select Clone. Edit any basic settings for the dashboard and

click Save.

Edit dashboard
After you create a dashboard, you can edit the dashboard to add, remove, and reorder sections and panels.

For Tanium Managed dashboards, only the content set is editable. You can clone any dashboard, including

dashboards managed by Tanium, and then edit the new dashboard.
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1. To edit a dashboard, open the dashboard from the Dashboards page and click Edit.

2. Edit the dashboard as needed.

l The dashboard editor contains a grid layout to assist when you resize and move panels within the grid.

l To edit the name, description, or assigned content set for the report, click Edit next to the report name.

l To add a section, see Add sections on page 41.

l To add a panel, see Add panels on page 42.

l To move a section, select Reorder Sections, and then click and drag sections in the desired order.
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l To move a panel, click the white space in the panel, and then drag the panel to the desired location. When you release

the mouse button, the panel snaps to the nearest coordinates on the design grid.

If you resize or move panels in a section, the section might automatically resize vertically to match the

largest height of panels.

l To resize a panel, click and drag any panel corner or panel edge midpoint. When you release the mouse button, the

panel snaps to the nearest coordinates on the design grid. The data that appears in the panel depends on the

allocated size; to show more data, enlarge the panel.

l When you delete a section, any panels in the section are also deleted.

l When you delete a dashboard, any panels and sections in the dashboard are also deleted.

3. Click Save when you finish editing the dashboard.

Any changes that you make to the dashboard are not saved until you click Save.

Add sections
A section is a collapsible division on a dashboard that you can use to group panels. A dashboard can have multiple sections, and

each section can contain multiple panels. A dashboard requires at least one section; if you add a panel to a dashboard without a

section, the dashboard creates a section for the panel.
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1. Open the dashboard from the Dashboards page and click Edit.

2. Select Add > Add Section.

Reporting adds the section to the bottom of the dashboard.

3. Scroll to the bottom of the dashboard to find the new section.

4. (Optional) Enter a name for the section.

Add panels
A panel contains a chart that shows metrics from a report. The report that you want to use for the panel must exist before you

create the panel. For more information, see Working with reports on page 26.
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1. Open the dashboard from the Dashboards page and click Edit.

2. You have the following options:

l Select Add > Add Panel to add a panel to the bottom section on the dashboard.

l In a section, select Add > Add Chart Panel to add a panel to that section.
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3. Use the Add Panel dialog to specify the following settings:

a. Choose a report. Settings include:

Select Report Select the report from which to retrieve information. This field contains reports to which you have access.

Group By Column (Optional) Select one or more report columns by which to group data on the chart. This field populates

from the columns in the report. If you do not select an option, results are shown as a single aggregate.

Aggregate Aggregation summarizes the data in each group. This field appears for number charts and charts with

numeric columns. You can select:

l Count - Display the number of items in the group.

l Percentage - (Number charts only) Display the data as a percentage of the selected group divided by

the total of all groups in the source column. For example, consider a column that contains 100 rows:

75 rows contain True, 20 rows contain False, and 5 rows contain N/A. If you choose to aggregate by

percentage and then select False for the Group, the percentage that appears is 20% (( 20 / (75+20+5))

* 100).

If the report contains numeric columns, you can aggregate the data in each group based on a numeric

column. The following options are available for each numeric column:

l <column name> Average - Display the total value of all items in the group (the Sum) divided by the

number of items in the group.

l <column name> Max - Display the maximum item value in the group.

l <column name> Min - Display the minimum item value in the group.

l <column name> Sum - Display the total value of all items in the group.

If a chart does not contain the Aggregate field, the results are automatically aggregated

by Count.
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b. Select a chart type. When you select a type, the chart renders in the Preview pane to show the chart at different sizes.

You can resize the chart after you add the chart to the dashboard. For information about chart types, see Reference:

Chart options in Reporting on page 56.

c. Customize the panel settings. The available settings depend on the report and the chart type.

Group (Number charts only) Select the group value to display for the chart.

Date Select a date for one day charts or a date range for historical charts. For options, see Reference: Chart options in

Reporting on page 56.

Reporting begins collecting data for charts when you save the dashboard. This means that for a

historical chart such as an area or line chart, the chart shows a Collecting initial data message

until the data exists. The chart preview shows any available data so you can see how the chart

appears. Reporting collects data for the selected Aggregate combined with the Group By Column

value. If a chart does not contain the Aggregate field, the results are automatically aggregated by

Count. You can change the Date value in the future without losing data, but if you update the

Aggregate or the Group By Column value, the chart restarts the collection process. For more

information, see Data collection for historical charts on page 62.

Panel settings
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Subtitle (Number charts only) Enter text to display under the value in the number chart.

Timeframe

Label

(Number charts only) Enter text to display under the chart.

Computer

Group

Select the default computer group for which to show data in the panel. To show data from all endpoints, select All

Computers. The computer groups include computer management groups to which you have access.

Only computer management groups appear as options. For information about the types of

computer groups, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing computer groups.

Max Results The maximum number of items to display in the chart.

Scale For vertical bar charts, area charts, and line charts, select how to scale values on the y-axis. Options include:

l Linear - Use consistent values on the y-axis. For example, if the minimum data point on a chart is 1, and the

maximum data point is 100, the y-axis values would be 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100.

l Logarithmic - Scale the y-axis on an exponential basis. Use this option for charts that contain a large range of

data points.

Sort Select how to order the items in the chart.

l You can order items in the chart by the name of the item, or by result (value of the item).

l You can also toggle the sort order. Set to to sort the items in the chart in ascending order (low to high), or

set to to sort the items in the chart in descending order (high to low).

X-Axis Label Enter a label to display horizontally under the chart. This option only displays for chart types that use axis labels.

Y-Axis Label Enter a label to display vertically to the left of the chart. This option only displays for chart types that use axis labels.

Trend

Indicator

(Number charts only) Select to hide or show a trend indicator on the chart. When you select Show, select the

direction of the indicator, and the value to compare with the current value. If the value that you want to compare

against does not exist, the trend indicator does not appear on the panel.

Name Enter a name to appear at the top of the panel. The name can have up to a maximum of 255 characters.

Description Enter a description to appear at the top of the panel, underneath the name.

Legend

Display

Options

Use this section to customize the items that appear in the chart.

l To exclude an item from the chart, deselect the checkbox next to the item.

l Click the color next to any item to change the color that displays for that item. Colors can be reused by multiple

items.

Panel settings (continued)

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_computer_groups.html
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Conditional

Formatting

Expand Conditional Formatting and click + Add to add a label to the chart when a threshold condition is met. In

addition, you can apply the conditional color to the background of the chart; this setting overwrites the default

background color.

l When you add conditional formatting, viewers can easily identify panels that need attention.

l You can add multiple conditions to a chart. Conditions are evaluated in descending order; the first condition

that triggers a match is applied to the chart.

l If you specify items to exclude in the Legend Display Options field, the excluded items are still evaluated and

can trigger conditional formatting.

For number charts, if the previous period of data is 0, the Trend Indicator shows 100% if the

current data is positive, and -100% if the current data is negative. Both of these conditions trigger

conditional formatting.

Panel settings (continued)

4. In the Preview pane, verify the chart and text appears as you expect.

Click Show Underlying Report Data to view the report data for the chart in the same pane.

5. Click Done.
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Save dashboard
Click Save when you finish editing the dashboard. Any changes that you make to the dashboard are not saved until you click Save.

To exit without saving changes, click Cancel.

Click Favorite next to any dashboard or panel name to add it to your favorites list. You can quickly access

favorite dashboards and panels from the Tanium Home page and through the main menu at Data > Dashboards.

Delete dashboard

Tanium Managed dashboards cannot be deleted.

1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Dashboards.

2. Choose one of the following:

l Select the checkbox next to the dashboard and click Delete.

l Click the dashboard to view the dashboard. In the upper right corner, click and select Delete.
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Add dashboards to the Tanium Home page
The Tanium Home page includes a Dashboard section that shows a complete dashboard, and a Dashboard List section that shows

small (micro) charts for up to five dashboards. By default, the Dashboard and Dashboard List sections contain dashboards

provided by Tanium. Each user can customize which dashboards appear on their Tanium Home page.

By default, the Dashboard section is hidden. To make the section visible, click Customize Page and select the

sections that you want to appear on the Tanium Home page. For more information, see Tanium Console User Guide:

Customize solution overview pages.

The Dashboard and Dashboard List sections only appear if Reporting 1.8 or later and Interact 2.12 or later are

installed in your environment.

Add a dashboard to the Dashboard section

1. From the Main menu, click Home.

2. Scroll to the Dashboard section, and click Edit in the upper right corner of the section.

3. Select a dashboard from the dropdown list. To quickly find a dashboard, enter the dashboard name in the Search field.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_customizations.html#module_home_page
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_customizations.html#module_home_page
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The dashboard that you select renders in the Dashboard section. Use the controls above the dashboard to filter the data by

computer group, favorites, or to show only charts with alerts.

Add dashboards to the Dashboard List section

1. From the Main menu, click Home.

2. Scroll to the Dashboard List section, and click Edit in the upper right corner of the section.

3. Select up to five dashboards from the dropdown list. To quickly find a dashboard, enter the dashboard name in the Search
field.

The dashboards that you select renders in the Dashboard List section. Use the controls above the dashboard to filter the data by

computer group, dashboard and chart names, favorites, or to show only charts with alerts.

For information on how to customize the Tanium Home page, see Tanium Console User Guide: Tanium Home page.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/console_getting_started.html#Tanium_home_page
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Troubleshooting Reporting
If Reporting is not performing as expected, you might need to troubleshoot issues.

Collect logs
The information is saved as ZIP files that you can download with your browser.

1. From the Main menu, go to Data > Settings.

2. From the Troubleshooting tab, select the solutions for which to gather troubleshooting packages and click Create Packages.

By default, all solutions are selected.

3. When the packages are ready, click Download Packages.

ZIP files of all the selected packages download to the local download directory.

Some browsers might block multiple downloads by default. Make sure to configure your browser to permit

multiple downloads from the Tanium Console.

4. Contact Tanium Support to determine the best option to send the ZIP files. For information, see Contact Tanium Support on

page 55.

Unable to view or select content
In environments that enable role-based access control (RBAC), users cannot access content to which they do not have permission.

Sensors, sources, and reports are among those objects that are managed through RBAC. If you are unable to access sensors,

sources, or reports in Reporting, make sure your user account has sufficient permission to the content sets to which those objects

are assigned.

l You must have read permission to the content set to view content in the content set. For example, if you do not have read

permission to Patch sensors, you will not see Patch sensors as options when registering those sensors in the Tanium Data

Service.

l You must have write permission to a content set to add, edit, or delete content in the content set. For example, if you do not

have the Report write permission to a content set, you cannot edit any reports that are assigned to that content set.

l To view a report, you must have the Report read permission to the content set that contains the report.

l If you cannot view the Reporting workbench, make sure your user role contains the Report API user permission.

l Certain sensors, such as sensors that provide duplicate data, are intentionally unavailable in Reporting, even if you register

the sensors in the Tanium Data Service. Expand the following section to view a list of sensors that are unavailable in

Reporting.

Unavailable sensors in Reporting
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l Client Extensions - Installed Extensions

l Compliance Rule Failures

l Comply - Compliance Exposure Score

l Comply - Compliance Results

l Comply - NMap Scan Results

l Comply - Oval Findings

l Comply - Vulnerability Results

l Computer Groups

l Discover - Is Unmanageable

l Discover Label

l Discover Location

l Discover Method

l Discover Profile

l Discover Satellite

l Domain Member

l EID Last Changed

l Impact - Active User Session SIDs
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l Impact - Administrator SIDs

l Impact - Computer Domain SID

l Impact - Physical NetBIOS Computer Name

l Is AIX

l Is Linux

l Is Mac

l Is Solaris

l Is Windows

l Last Discovered

l Map - Endpoint Health

l Number of Fixed Drives

l Online

l Patch - Patch List Applicability

l Unmanaged Assets

l x64/x86?

Version and disk usage details
If you need to contact Tanium Support to troubleshoot an issue with Reporting, you may need to provide your version of Reporting

and how much disk space Reporting uses.

From the Reporting Overview page, click Information . The version information and storage size appear in the About tab.
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Uninstall Reporting
When you uninstall Reporting, any collected data is saved by default so that you can restore the data if you later decide to reinstall

Trends. In some cases, you might want to start "clean" and not restore the data. To do this, you must manually uninstall some files.

Consult with Tanium Support before you uninstall or reinstall Trends.

What happens when you uninstall Reporting?

When you uninstall Reporting, the Tanium Console removes:

l Reporting workbench

l Reporting-related configuration objects (reports and dashboards)

l Reporting service

To support data restoration, the uninstallation procedure does not remove:

l Collected data at <Tanium Module Server>\services\reporting-files\

l Exported reports

l Data sources

l Reporting content set

Uninstall Reporting so data is restored when you reinstall

1. Sign in to the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.

2. From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

3. In the Content section, select the checkbox for Reporting and click Uninstall.

4. Review the summary and click Uninstall.

5. If prompted to confirm, enter your password and click OK.

If you later install Reporting, the previous data is restored.

In an Active-Active deployment, the Reporting workbench and Reporting menu remain on the cluster member on

which the uninstallation was not run. The Reporting workbench must be manually removed from that instance.

Contact Tanium Support for assistance. For information about Active-Active deployments, see Tanium Core Platform

Install Guide: Installing Tanium Server in an Active-Active cluster.

https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_an_ha_active_active_cluster.html
https://docs.tanium.com/platform_install/platform_install/installing_an_ha_active_active_cluster.html
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Uninstall Reporting so you start fresh when you reinstall

1. Uninstall Reporting as described in the previous section.

2. Manually delete the following:

l Reporting files at <Tanium Module Server>\services\reporting-files\

If you later install Reporting, no data is preserved from previous installations.

Contact Tanium Support
To contact Tanium Support for help, sign in to https://support.tanium.com.

https://support.tanium.com/
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Reference: Chart options in Reporting
In Reporting, charts provide a visualization of report data. You can find the following types of charts in Reporting, in addition to the

possible date ranges that a chart can display.

Dashboards support all chart types that appear on this page. You can also add a chart to a report. Reports support

donut charts and vertical bar charts.

Chart types
Panels can use the following chart types to visually display results collected by the source for the panel.

The example images show the same chart in two different sizes. On dashboards, use the design grid to resize charts

to the desired size. Charts on reports automatically size to the width of the report.

Vertical bar chart

The vertical bar chart, or histogram, displays data for a single point in time. Use a vertical bar chart when you want to compare two

or more results, such as comparing browser versions or operating systems. In contrast to donut charts, the parts of a vertical bar

chart do not necessarily add up to a whole.

Example of a vertical bar chart (medium)
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Example of a vertical bar chart (small)

Donut chart

The donut chart displays data for a single point of time. Use a donut chart when you want to see or compare shares of a whole, such

as displaying the percent of machines that run a specific operating system.

Example of a donut chart (medium)
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Example of a donut chart (small)

Line chart

The line chart is a historical chart that shows data over multiple times. Use the line chart when you compare values over time.

Example of an line chart (medium)
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Example of a line chart (small)

Number chart

The number chart displays a single value, such as a count or a percent. Use the number chart to display a current value that

provides an overview of state. For example, use a number chart to show the percentage of endpoints that are currently online, or to

show the number of endpoints that require a patch. A number chart can contain a trend indicator to show the change in value from

a previous point in time.

Example of a number chart (medium)
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Example of a number chart (small)

Area chart

The area chart is a historical chart that shows data over multiple times. Use the area chart when you want to sort and compare

changes over time, such as displaying running applications on the endpoints. Hover over the graph to display the count for each

result by date.

Example of an area chart (medium)
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Example of a area chart (small)

Date options
When you add charts to a dashboard, you have the option to change the time frame of the data that appears in the chart. The date

options that you can set for a chart depend on the type of chart.

l Single-day charts, such as donut charts and vertical bar charts, display data for a single point in time.

l Historical charts, such as stacked area charts and line charts, display a date range.

All dates are local to the time zone of the Tanium Module Server, unless otherwise noted.

Date options for single-day charts

Option Time Interval Description

Current - Current results from Reporting collecting data for the source.

Custom - Select a day to view results from the last time Reporting collected data on that

day. This option uses the time of your local machine.

Today Day All results from the current calendar day.

Yesterday Day Results from the last time Reporting collected data on the previous day.

This Day Last Week Day Results collected on this day one week ago.

This Day Last Month Day Results collected on this day one month ago. For example, if today is March 1st,

the results are from February 1st. If the day does not exist in the previous

month, such as June 31st, results are shown from the last day of month (June

30).

This Day Last Quarter Day Results collected on this day three months ago.
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Date range options for historical charts

Option Time Interval Description

Custom - Select the start date and end date of a date range. The start date and end date

cannot be the same date. This option uses the time of your local machine.

This Week Day Daily results beginning with the most recent Sunday through the current day.

Last Week Day Daily results beginning with the previous Monday through the most recent

Sunday.

Last Business Week Day Daily results beginning with the previous Monday through the most recent

Friday.

Last 7 Days Day Last 7 daily results, including the current day.

This Month Day Daily results beginning with the first of the month through the current day.

Last Month Day Daily results for the previous month.

Last 30 Days Day Last 30 daily results, including the current day.

This Quarter Day Daily results for a quarter beginning January 1st, April 1st, July 1st, or October

1st, through the current day.

Last Quarter Day Daily results for the previous quarter. A quarter is January 1st to March 31, April

1st to June 30th, July 1st to September 30, or October 1st to December 31st.

Last 90 Days Day Last 90 daily results, including the current day.

Last Year Day Last 365 daily results, including the current day.

Data collection for historical charts
For historical charts on dashboards, such as stacked area charts and line charts, you might experience a delay in seeing data on the

charts.

Reporting does not collect chart data when you create a report. Instead, data collection begins when you add a chart to a

dashboard, and then save the dashboard. The chart shows a Collecting initial data message until the data exists.

For each chart, Reporting collects historical data for the combination of Group By Column values and Aggregate value that you

select. If a chart does not contain the Aggregate field, the results are automatically aggregated by Count. If you change the Group
By Column values or Aggregate value for an existing chart and then save the dashboard, Reporting starts a new collection for the

new combination of values. Historical data collection does not include data from before the panel is created, unless another panel

with the same parameters already exists in the environment. Historical data is collected for all computer groups registered for

collection with Reporting.

If you change the Group By Column values or Aggregate value for a chart (or if you delete the chart), and if no other charts use the

previous configuration, Reporting stops collecting data for the previous configuration after 10 days and removes the collected data.
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Reporting collects data for charts once per day.
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Change log

Date Revision Summary

January 24, 2022 Reporting 1.6.33 limited release.

May 31, 2022 Reporting 1.8.43 release, includes Reportingworkbench
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